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We present the ground-state wave fun tions for a system of spinless one-dimensional fermions in the limit of
an innitely strong intera tion and demonstrate expli itly that the system symmetry is lower than the original
symmetry of the Hamiltonian. As a result, the system in this limit undergoes a se ond-order phase transition
into a phase with nite density of hiral pairs. The phase transforms ontinuously into a BerezinskiiKosterlitz
Thouless (BKT) phase if the intera tion in the model de reases. Therefore, just the BKT phase is realized in
nature. The temperature of the smearing phase transition is al ulated.

PACS: 71.10.Hf, 73.63.Fg
1. INTRODUCTION

they have os illating

For a long time, one-dimensional fermion systems
were a subje t of intensive studies only in theoretial physi s.

Tomonaga [1℄ and Luttinger [2℄ demon-

tan e.

ontributions with wave ve tors

2pf or 4pf , whi h de ay very slowly with dis-

equal to

In the literature, these

terpreted as follows:
momentum

pf

ontributions were in-

the os illations with the Fermi

doubled were related to the Peierls in-

9; 11℄) and
4pf frequen y were interpreted

strated in their pioneering papers that the longwave

stability (related to the harge density wave [

ex itations of su h a system (under rather general

the os illations with the

ditions)

on-

an be expressed in terms of nonintera ting

as a marginal Wigner

bosons. These degrees of freedom were made expli it in

lators of

hiral

rystal [12℄. Although the

orre-

omplexes obey a power law (see [13℄),

the elegant method of bosonization proposed by Mattis

it is

and Leeb [3℄. The re ent interest in this eld is mainly

sion is a kind of normal liquid be ause quantum u -

due to the development of submi ron te hniques, whi h

tuations destroy any order parameter. As a result, a

allowed produ ing very pure quantum wires. In su h

phase with a long-range order is impossible even in the

wires, only few levels (or sometimes even one)

zero-temperature region [9℄. The

orre-

sponding to the quantization of ele trons in perpendi ular dire tions are o
der dis ussion are a

upied.

Hen e, the systems un-

essible by experiment today (see,

e.g., [47℄).
The bosonization te hnique allows

n-point

ommonly believed that the system under dis us-

ommon point of view

was formulated as Luttinger liquid is a normal (not
symmetry-broken) metalli

phase [14℄ with a gapless

boson spe trum. However, if we speak about quantum
u tuations, two more points should be taken into a -

al ulating all

ount.

orrelation fun tions for systems of intera ting

fermions in one dimension. However, these

1.

orrelators

In low dimensions, some of the systems ap-

give only indire t information about the ground state of

pear to be in the BerezinskiiKosterlitzThouless phase

the system, whi h requires further interpretation. The

(BKT) [

orrelation fun tions of the Luttinger model reveal a
number of anomalies of the fermion system (see [810℄):

15; 16℄. In this phase, the order parameter den-

sity tends to zero in an innite system, but a longrange order exists be ause

orrelation fun tions de ay

as some power of the distan e. This means that the
* E-mail:
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or-

relation is present in a whole spe imen. As a result, in
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harge, ex iton-like (neutral) pairs

hirality o

ur

1) .

ourse, this fa t itself is not enough to speak

in the system after spontaneous symmetry breaking due

17; 18℄, do not intera t. At
nonzero temperatures ( 6= 0), this phase an o ur
in two-dimensional systems; at  = 0, a BKT phase

about a new

to the Goldstone theorem [

ground-state wave fun tion

is possible in one dimension. (The

phase transition at low temperatures.

rossover tempera-

2.



is

onsidered below; see Se . 3.)

The Goldstone theorem itself

Using the expli it

onstru ted in this paper,

we verify that long-range order is indeed present in the
system. As a result, the Luttinger liquid undergoes a

ture and its relation to the smearing phase transition
temperature

orrelated phase.

We see in what follows that in the limit of the innitely strong intera tion and at zero temperature, the

an be broken

system is in a phase with broken

hiral symmetry and

in one-dimensional models with the AdlerS hwinger

nonvanishing order parameter density. The properties

anomaly. For that to happen, the intera tion has to be

of the Luttinger liquid in this limit are quite analo-

strong enough. As an illustration one

onsider the

gous to the properties of the massless S hwinger model,

massless S hwinger model [19℄. In the Coulomb gauge,

where the spontaneous breakdown of the hiral symme-

this model is a parti ular

try is well known. This

an

ase of the Luttinger model

with the potential given by a linear fun tion of the dis-

an be expe ted be ause the

intera tion in the S hwinger model is also innite (it in-

tan e between ele trons. This leads to the Goldstone

reases with distan e). On the other hand, in

ontrast

theorem violation: all ex itations have a gap in spite

to the S hwinger model, the spe trum of the Luttinger

of spontaneous breaking of the

model remains gapless.

this reason, ex itations

hiral symmetry.

For

annot suppress the long-range

order at temperatures below the gap.
se ond-order phase transition o

As a result, a

urs in one dimension

even at nite temperature [20℄.

If the intera tion in the Luttinger model is

eter density vanishes (in the innite system). In this
ase, the system appears to be in a BKT phase with

This makes the statement that the Luttinger liquid

at

 = 0 is in an unbroken phase doubtful.
To

larify this question, we

onsid-

ered nite, as it is realized in nature, the order param-

orrelators de aying as some power of the distan e. But
the properties of this phase are rather lose to those of a

al ulate the wave fun -

system with a nonzero order parameter. The BKT sys-

tions of the ground states in the TomonagaLuttinger

tem transforms smoothly into the phase with a nonzero

model dire tly in the fermion representation. Although

order parameter as the

the details of these wave fun tions

ould depend on the

intera ting potential, all possible ground states qualitatively reveal the same phenomenon.
In one dimension, the Fermi surfa e redu es to two

p = pf ).

isolated points in phase spa e (
between these two points

Transitions

an be negle ted. This is a

good approximation, at least if the potential is a dereasing fun tion of the momentum transfer. As a result, the number of ele trons near ea h point (left and
right parti les) must be
quires a

onserved and the system a -

omplementary ( hiral) symmetry. This sym-

metry, as we see in what follows, breaks down spontaneously in the model.
It is

ommon knowledge that the ele tron distribu-

tion fun tion in one dimension

hanges drasti ally even

for the systems with a weak ele tronele tron intera tion.

It is of the order 1/2 near the Fermi level [21℄.

This means that a hole is lo ated near ea h ele tron.
Naturally, they attra t ea h other and form a kind of
bound state

This is quite similar to the formation

of a Cooper pair in a super ondu tor, but the quantum numbers of the bound state are dierent: instead

onstant in reases.

The main point of this paper is that the existen e
of a symmetry-broken phase underlies the existen e of
anomalies in the

orrelation fun tions. We believe that

the usual interpretation of the anomalies as an instability of the Peierls type is misleading. There is a
ut distin tion between the

lear-

hiral phase and the Peierls

one. Indeed, the phase transition to the Peierls phase
is a se ond-order phase transition in the phonon system, while the

hiral symmetry of ele trons is broken

expli itly, in the Hamiltonian.

On the

ontrary, the

hiral phase originates from the spontaneous symmetry breaking in the ele tron system. To manifest the
breakdown of the
uid, we exa tly

hiral symmetry in the Luttinger liqal ulate the ground-state wave fun -

tion for the model in the fermion representation and
demonstrate expli itly that its symmetry is lower than
the original symmetry of the Hamiltonian. (This is the
denition of spontaneous symmetry breaking.)
As regards, possible observations of a

onsisting of a right ele tron and a left

RL -pair).

hole (

oupling

ondensate

1) To draw an analogy between an ex iton-like pair and a
bound state, we should take into a ount that we have a orrelation between the lled states rather than a real bound pair.
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we note that a

harge-neutral ondensate

itself in experiments asso iated with
But it

BKT phase in systems of spinless strongly
annot reveal

harge transfer.

ontributes to the ee ts involving energy

written for a neutral system in terms of the ele tron
density operator

% (x) = %R (x) + %L (x)

ur-

rents and should not transfer heat. Hen e, we an think
about thermal anomalies related to the

ondensate. In

as

fa t, we keep in mind the ee t similar to the thermome hani al ee t in superuid helium.

H=

(The tem-

perature de reases with an in rease in the superuid

Z

h

dx 

i

 ^ yR (x) vf ( ix) ^ R (x) + ^ yL (x) vf ix ^ L (x) +

mass [22℄.) We plan to dis uss this problem elsewhere.
This paper is organized as follows.

In Se . 2, we

+

introdu e the Hamiltonian, the denitions of left and
right parti les, and so on. We present our results and
dis ussion in Se . 3. We relegate the derivation of the

where

vf

The form of

bersome. In Se . 5, we show the symmetry breaking in

tween the usual

al ulation is rather

Z

dx dy % (x) V (x y) % (y) ;

(3)

is the Fermi velo ity.

um-

results to Se . 4 be ause the

:::

V (x y) depends on the relation be3D s reening radius RD (we onsider

a dierent way, namely, from the well-known ground-

the

state wave fun tion in the boson representation [23℄.

transverse size of the

Justiably, the boson representation may be

jx yj mu h larger than d. ThereRD  d, we an use a point-like intera tion
V0 Æ (x y)2) . This is the ase for metals3) . In the opposite ase RD  d (a semi ondu tor), an ordinary

onsid-

ered a nonobvious way to see the symmetry breaking
in a fermion system. However, we perform the
tion in order to
method. We
that

ompare our approa h with a

al ulaommon

on lude the paper with three appendi es

ontain some mathemati al details related to the

ase of Debye s reening for simpli ity) and the

into a

hannel

d.

ount that the ele trons are one-dimensional

only for distan es

fore, if

Coulomb potential must be used. In what follows, we
restri t ourself to the simplest

al ulation.

Indeed, we must take

ase, a point-like inter-

a tion. Thus,

V (p) = V0 :

2. NOTATION AND GENERAL EQUATIONS

(4)

The Hamiltonian of the Luttinger model in Eq. (3) repWe begin with the usual separation of left and right

^ (x) [24℄:
^ (x) = exp (ipf x) ^ R (x) + exp ( ipf x) ^ L (x) : (1)
It is implied here that the wave fun tions ^ R;L (x) vary
over distan es mu h longer than 1=pf . We also re-

parti les in the ele tron wave fun tions

resented in terms of ele trons and holes is
ele tron operators.
the

onsider only an ele tri ally neutral

system, where a positive

harge of ions is distributed

homogeneously along the

hannel.

We pass to the ele tronhole representation for the
right (left) parti les:

^ R;L (x) =
Z1





= 2dp exp(ipx) a^R;L (p) + exp(ipx) ^byR;L (p) =
0
= a^R;L (x) + ^byR;L (x) ; (2)
where a
^y (^a) and ^by(^b) are reation (annihilation) operators for ele trons and holes.

The Hamiltonian of

intera ting spinless ele trons in one dimension

an be

In parti ular, the

ommutator of

R- and L-densities in this representation reprodu

es

the well-known S hwinger anomaly [19℄:


Æ (x
[%R;L (x) ; %R;L (y)℄ =  2i x

stri t ourself to the TomonagaLuttinger model [24℄.
For simpli ity, we

ompletely

dened without any additional regularization of the

y) :

(5)

2) We note that this ase also in ludes ba ks attering of ele trons with the transition L ! R and ba k:

Z

dx ^ yR (x)

L

(x) ^ y (x) (x):
L

R

By anti ommuting the ^ -operators, we an redu e this term to
the term without ba ks attering [9℄; for this model, therefore, the
TomonagaLuttinger Hamiltonian des ribes the entire ele tron
ele tron intera tion.
3) To obtain a real parameter, we should use the standard exp
pression for the Debye s reening radius RD = 1= 4e2 n=
2
2
with the on entration n = pf = d : We took into a ount
here that there is only one state for ele trons in dire tions perp
pendi ular to the hannel. Thus, RD  (d=2) pf ab , where

1
is the Bohr radius. Hen e, the ondition RD  d
ab = me2
is equivalent to pf ab  1. The last parameter depends only on
the ee tive mass of the ele tron. If it is of the order of the free
ele tron mass, then ab  0:5  10 8 m and we obtain pf ab  1
for the on entrations typi al for metals. In other words, we then
deal with a short-range intera tion.
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These relations are the starting point of the bosonization te hnique.
splitting [25℄.

operators by point

R, L ele

and annihilation operators for

and holes (^
bR;L (x)) are nonlo al in the

iÆ

Æ-fun

tions).

densities

of

;

(6)

and

left

iÆ

(7)
are

%R;L (x)

of

form (75), we immediately reprodu e the S hwinger
anomaly.

This means that, being formulated in the

ele tronhole representation, our theory is

ompletely

dened without any further redenition of the density
operators.
Besides, Hamiltonian (3) is invariant under the hiral transformations

R

(x) =

ei

R;

L

(x) = e

i

H in the se

ond-quantized representation and

T

is

hmj) from the instant t = 0 to nal states jni at

tion (

t = T.

(We assume from now on that the S hrödinger

Formula (9) suggests the general method to obtain

anti ommutators
ele trons

jni are the exa t wave fun tions of the Hamilto-

representation for operators with time-dependent wave-

Using these anti ommutators for the
right

(9)

fun tions is used.)

= 21i x 1x
1

these

jnihnj exp iHT jmihmj;

mines the evolution of an arbitrary initial wave fun -

fa^yL (x) ; a^L (x1 )g = f^byL (x) ; ^bL (x1 )g =
spa e,

m;n

the time of observation. The evolution operator deter-

= 21i x x11

momentum

where
nian

fa^yR (x) ; a^R (x1 )g = f^byR (x) ; ^bR (x1 )g =

X

S (T ) =

trons (a
^R;L(x))

oordinate spa e

ompli-

an be based on the

evolution operator [26℄

reation

as their anti ommutators are:

(in

ated. A more pra ti al approa h

This is not ne essary, however, in the

ele tronhole representation [20℄ be ause the

134, âûï. 4 (10), 2008

of the degrees of freedom, this equation is too

Equations (5) are usually derived

by regularizing the produ t of

òîì

L;

wave fun tions. We rst
nentials. The

oe ients in front of these exponentials

are produ ts of exa t wave fun tions and their

omplex

onjugates. To extra t the ground-state wave fun tion,
we must take the limit

T

! 1 (with an innitesimal

imaginary part added to the energy).

T

Eu lidean time (

Passing to the

! i=), we see that the evolution

operator determines the density matrix for the equilibrium system at nonzero temperature (see end of this
se tion).
The advantage of this method is that the evolution
operator

(8)

al ulate the evolution opera-

tor and represent it as a sum of time-dependent expo-

an be written expli itly as a fun tional inte-

gral with denite boundary

onditions (see Eq. (22)).

The expression is nontrivial be ause it allows rewriting
where

is a

onstant parameter of the transforma-

tion. This invarian e leads to
ral

onservation of the

hi-

the wave fun tion in the se ond-quantized representation as a fun tional integral with unusual boundary

harge (the dieren e of the numbers of right and

onditions at

left ele trons). However, we see below that the ground
state of the model is

onstru ted su h that the symme-

try is spontaneously broken.

ause

t

= 0 and t = T .

This is possible be-

reation and annihilation operators in Eq. (9) an-

ti ommute on e they

orrespond to dierent instan es

of time (see Appendix A for the details). That is, they
should be

3. THE APPROACH, RESULTS, AND
DISCUSSION
The standard approa h to many-parti le systems is

onsidered Grassmann variables. (An anal-

ogous representation for the Feynman Green's fun tion des ribes the va uumva uum transitions. In this
ase, therefore, Grassmann variables obey zero boundary

onditions. This distin tion is extremely essential.)

based on Green's fun tions. The one-parti le Green's

The fun tional integral is rather simple for the Lut-

fun tion gives the information about the spe trum of

tinger model with Hamiltonian (3) and

ex itations; the many-parti le Green's fun tions allow

lated exa tly. This allows

al ulating dierent
Of

orrelation and response fun tions.

ourse, the Green's fun tions give some information

an be

onstru ting wave fun tions

of all states in the model and, in parti ular, the ground
state in terms of the ele tron and hole operators. This

about the wave fun tions of the states, but this infor-

su es to demonstrate the symmetry breaking.

mation is indire t.

Se . 5 for further

In prin iple, the wave fun tions of stationary states
(and of the ground state in parti ular)
by solving the
re tly.

al u-

(See

omparison of the approa h and the

bosonization one.)

an be obtained

We keep the size of the system nite. This is im-

orresponding S hrödinger equation di-

portant not only for regularizing infrared divergen es in

However, for systems with an innite number

the system but mostly be ause the
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BKT phase in systems of spinless strongly

peratures of the problem depend on the system size
Therefore, we have to dis uss the

L.

on ept of phase tran-

depend expli itly on the system size and tend to innity

eter that allows applying the

on ept of phase transi-

L ! 1,

Usually, one proves that the system is in the BKT
phase by investigating the behavior of the four-fermion

limit (

orrelator that does not break the hiral invarian e (be-

with the ele tron density nite) to a real nite system.

low, in Se . 4.1, we

We see in what follows that our system is in a

probability to nd an

sense large enough and we

ertain

an speak about a smearing

se ond-order phase transition for the problem.
Usually, the
Of

an

phase.

quantities have a singu-

ourse, this is the

LR pair).

onsider su h a

orrelatorthe

RL -pair at a large distan e r from

If su h a

orrelator de reases su iently

slowly with the distan e, the system is in the BKT

riti al temperature is dened as a

point where thermodynami
larity.

L ! 1.

(or a quire a jump) as

sition in nite systems. In fa t, we identify a paramtion formulated in the thermodynami

:::

ase only in an innite

The limit

ase where the

onstant at large distan es

orrelator remains

orresponds to a nonzero

density of the order parameter and the ordinary bro-

system be ause all singularities smear out if the size of

ken symmetry. In fa t, this denition of the BKT phase

the system is nite. The same is true for the

is equivalent to our denition given above, but the def-

length, whi h

oheren e

annot be larger than the system size.

In this paper, we adopt the point of view sug-

inition in (10) and (11) is more

onvenient for us.

In one dimension, the BKT phase

an exist only at

gested by Landau in order to des ribe se ond-order

 = 0 or, to be more pre ise, for temperatures that

phase transitions [27℄. He introdu ed the order param-

tend to zero as

eter as the main quantity for the des ription of phase
transitions related to the spontaneous symmetry break-

ros opi

! 1.

L

There is no need in a mi-

theory in order to estimate the



temperature

at whi h the system

hara teristi

hanges one type

ing. By denition, the order parameter is zero in the

of behavior for another. To obtain an estimate, we

high-symmetry phase (with the same symmetry as the

use the general phenomenology appli able to all BKT

Hamiltonian) and nonzero in a phase with broken sym-

systems (see, e.g., [24℄).

metry. In fa t, this is only one of the possible deni-

symmetry is indeed spontaneously broken in the Lut-

tions of the broken (unbroken) phase, but we use it be-

tinger model (of

low be ause it is

mi ros opi

onvenient for us. In the

ase of

hiral

symmetry breaking in Eq. (8), the following quantity
an serve as the order parameter:

=

Z

rem, the

ijÆx!0 :

is used be ause we want to
(10)

In the broken phase, this quantity is proportional to
the volume of the system.
The BKT phase represents the intermediate

ase

where

T

< 1;

where

℄= 2
V

and

Z

w



We

is number of

jx yj

orrelator:

ase.

+ (x)
R

F (x y) =

quantities remain smooth
ir umstan e is that they

641
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an negle t u tuations of the modulus of the op-

erator

for a nite-size system even at the phase transition
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onstants ( al-

F (x y) = h +R (x) L (x) +L (y) R (y)i:
L

(x) (as well as higher derivatives in the

then redu es to

2

m

onsider the behavior at large distan es
hirality- onserving

symmetry phase. It is important that

point. However, an essential

theory) and

(12)

To de ide if the system is in the BKT phase, it suf es to

(11)

 does not in-

= it

spatial dimensions.

due to u tuations of the broken phase in the higher-

Intensive thermodynami



)2 + (wx )2 ;

are phenomenologi al

ee tive a tion for the

L in this

oper-

onsider nonzero tempera-

d dm x (t

ulable in a mi ros opi

of the

 is still innite in the thermodynami limit,
while the density of the order parameter =L vanishes.
We note that  appears to be nonzero even at  > 

V2

Seff [

and hen e

rease with

R L

tures below)

hiral symmetry re-

order parameter (the integral over the entire system).

0<

+

(the phase of the

ee tive Lagrangian redu es to (Eu lidean time

mains unbroken. We note that we use a ma ros opi

T;

hiral phase

an be proved only in a

ording to the Goldstone theo-

limit, only u tuations of this eld are relevant and its

This quantity is not invariant under transformations in

L

ourse, this

theory). A

hiral

ator) be omes a massless boson eld. In the long-range

dxh ja^yR (x + Æx=2) 
 ^byL (x Æx=2) j

Eq. (8) and should be zero if the

We assume that the

an

Z
onst

hiral phase).

Correlator (13)

D exp( S [ ℄) 

 exp(2i (x)) exp( 2i (y)):

(14)

V. V. Afonin,V. Yu. Petrov

Cal ulating this integral at

F (x y)  exp

"

2iV 2

Z
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 = 0, we obtain

Turning to the mi ros opi
simplest

d!dm k
(2)m+1

:

(15)

vf
V0

This proves the existen e of a BKT phase at

e

wave fun tion

 = 0.

the ground-state wave fun tion is of the form

p

j i = Z0 exp

!

!n = 2n (with integer n). At high temperaonly the term with n = 0 survives at large dis-

tan es and we are left with a one-dimensional integral
with respe t to

k,

whi h leads to the

orrelator expo-

nentially de reasing with distan e:

F (x y)  V 2 exp
Clearly, this




2V 2w2 jx

(17)

where

Z

,

orrelator in (16) is

valid in the region



dy exp ( i) a^yL (y) ^byR (y) jF i;

(20)

oe ient. There is an innite set of degenontinuous param-

whi h has the meaning of the order parameter

phase.
an be seen immediately

be ause wave fun tion (20) is not invariant under

hi-

ral transformation (8). This is the denition of spontaneous symmetry breaking. Besides, it
dire tly that

jx yj < w=:

4)

jF i is the lled Fermi sphere and Z0 is the nor-

malization
eter

(19)

dx exp (i) a^yR (x) ^byL (x) +

The symmetry breaking

orrelator des ribes the unbroken phase.

The power-like behavior of the

+

Z

erate ground states labeled by the



yj :

losed form. In

f
 hiral = 2v
    = !min ;
L

in Eq. (15) should be repla ed by a sum over dis rete
tures,

an be represented in a

the temperature region

(16)

If the temperature is nonzero, the integral over

(18)

In the leading order in this parameter, the evolution op-

arithmi ally, and hen e

V2
:
(kmaxjx yj)1=2V 2 w

 1:

erator appears to be very simple and the ground-state

and one time dimension) in the exponent diverges log-

values

theory, we dis uss the

ase: the short-range potential in the limit of

#

m = 1, the two-dimensional integral (one spa

F (x y) 
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an innitely strong intera tion



2  (x y)) =2℄
 sin [(k
!2 w2 k2
For

òîì

/L

phase transition o

an be veried

5) . This means that a se ond-order
urs at a higher temperature in this

limit.
For

Wave fun tion (20) is a mixture of states with dif-

 <   w=L;

ferent

this takes pla e for the entire sample, i.e., the system
is in a broken phase. The temperature



is the tem-

perature of the phase smear transition.
In this estimate, we

an re ognize the ex itation en-

ergy with the smallest momentum possible in a nitesize system.
equal to
velo ity

In the Luttinger model, this energy is

!min = 2pvf =L, with the renormalized Fermi
vf = vf 1 + V0 =vf [9℄. Therefore, we see

that if the spe trum of ex itations is gapless (as in the

Luttinger model), then the phase transition temperature is inversely proportional to the sample length.
This result

an be obtained in the mi ros opi

hanges from 1 to 2.

ounterparts.

hiralities 2).
 (see Eq. (10)) does

harge but have the nonzero

4)

Stri tly speaking, at nonzero temperatures, the system is
des ribed not by the wave fun tion but by the density matrix.
But we are interested in the low-temperature region, where the
probability to nd the system in an ex ited state is small. In
the leading approximation, we an des ribe su h a system by the
wave fun tion.
5) To al ulate this, we use the identity


theory

riti al dimension

+1 to a right

not vanish be ause su h a ground state implies that

a^ (p) ; exp

   , the integral in Eq. (17) diverges logarithmi ally for m = 2. Therefore, 
an also be onrossover point where the

hirality

1 to their

As a result, the order parameter

Z

dp0 y 0  ^y 0 
2 a^ p b p



= ^by (p)exp

At

of the system

(We assign

Therefore, bosons in Eq. (20) are neutral in terms of
ele tri

as well.

sidered a

hiralities.

ele tron and a left hole and

=

Z

dp0 y 0  ^y 0 
2 a^ p b p



and determine the anti ommutator with the same momenta in a
regular way: f^
ay (pn ) ; a^ (pm )g = LÆn;m .
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the states with dierent

BKT phase in systems of spinless strongly

hiralities are all degenerate

Lpf =2).

(

This does not mean, of

:::

ourse, that the

in energy and transitions between states with dier-

Luttinger liquid behaves like a normal one in this

ent

The response of the system to slowly varying external

hiralities in Eq. (10) exist. The degenera y per-

mits

onstru ting a symmetry-breaking wave fun tion,

elds is

ase.

ompletely determined by the ele trons near

although the Hamiltonian has no symmetry-breaking

the Fermi surfa e, whi h are all paired. This situation

terms.

resembles superuid helium, where (even at zero tem-

a

This is a typi al situation for a system with

ondensate: adding one pair to the

not

ost any energy.

ondensate does

But this degenera y is possible

only if the size of the system is large enough; we see in

L  Lmin  2vf =.
ase L  Lmin ; the ground state has

what follows that it should be
In the opposite
a xed

hirality (equal to zero; see the dis ussion be-

low Eq. (58)) and the order parameter

 vanishes, i.e.,

there is no spontaneous symmetry breaking.

In fa t,

the rst inequality is the parameter that allows the
on ept of phase transition, whi h has been formulated
in the thermodynami

limit, to be applied to nite real

systems. If the states with dierent
generate, the sample

an be

hiralities are de-

onsidered innite with

perature) the density of the

ondensate is only a few

per ent of the total one. Nevertheless, the whole mass
of helium is superuid [28℄ at

 = 0.

We pro eed with the region of high temperatures:

 =

!min .

In this region, ma ros opi

ume of the system but to some

hara teristi

 () = vf = (
(as

=L) in the limit L ! 1, as it should.

temperature



ture of a smearing phase transition from the symmetri
phase to the phase with broken

hiral symmetry.

for a further dis ussion of these statements. There, we

 () plays the role of

in our system.

At lengths less than

re al ulate Eq. (20) from the boson representation.)

fun tion of the system

onsiderations put a lower bound on the
hiral phase

an exist:

nent (20).
pears.

perature. It is the

even in the symmetri

tween states with varied

energy dieren e be-

hirality.

oin ides with

the wave

oherent expo-

The ma ros opi order parameter



an be nonzero

phase due to u tuations of the

broken to the unbroken phase. What matters is the be-

We estimate the density of hiral pairs in the ground
state. Wave fun tion (20) implies that all ele trons are

RL oin ides
R-ele trons:
NR (p) =  h ja^yR (p) a^R (p) j i = L=2 (21)

bound into pairs. Hen e, the density of
with the density of

(see footnote 5).

oheren e length

 (),

But at larger distan es, the order disap-

   hiral, with  hiral being the degeneration temhara teristi

Hen e, the

indeed has the meaning of the tempera-

The length

These

length

 ) (see the end of the next se tion)
and the density of the order parameter =L vanishes

regard to symmetry breaking. (See the end of Se . 5

temperature region where a

or-

der parameter (10) is proportional not to the vol-

This quantity ree ts a well-known

 with the size of the system. If  does not
L, it follows that  /  and   L, and
we deal with an unbroken phase; if  in reases with

havior of

in rease with

L, a long-range order appears.

(This is just the region

   , where   vf =   L.)
also be

This

ondition

an

onsidered the denition of the smearing phase

transition temperature for a nite-size system.

fa t: the distribution fun tion of ele trons is of the or-

On the other hand, it is obvious from su h a deni-

der 1/2 near the Fermi surfa e [21℄. If the intera tion

tion that the phase transition temperature in nite-size

is innitely strong, all ele trons and all holes are bound

systems

into ex iton-like pairs. As a result, we obtain the value

the phase transition is smooth within the

in (21), whi h is the maximal possible.

near the phase transition temperature. In the Luttinger

In the model under onsideration,

NR (p) is momenNR di-

an be dened only up to

model, where the temperature



orre tions and

1=L region

itself is of the order

tum independent and the total number of pairs

1=L, we

verges at large

of unity. This is the pri e we have to pay for

p.

(This is the defe t of the point-like

an dene



1=L

only up to a fa tor of the order
onsid-

ele tronele tron intera tion.) The sum over all states

ering a phase transition of a large but nite-size sys-

should be restri ted either by

tem.

inverse size of the

pf

or, at

hannel be ause ele trons

onsidered one-dimensional at larger
In the

pf d  1, by the
annot be

p (see footnote 3).

ase, therefore,

Hen e, the

L
NR 
4d :
number of pairs NR , in

The above dis ussion should make it

this transition is smeared over the temperature region
about
the

 . But there is still a

ase with a

lear distin tion between

orrelation length of the order of the

system size (broken phase) and the
(unbroken phase). We note that

the

ase

pf d  1,

lear that

is only a small fra tion of the total number of ele trons

m, then



ase where



L

is not so small for

vf  107
 1Æ K  vf =vf .

real systems. Indeed, if we take

L  10 4



m/se

and

As was already pointed out in the Introdu tion, the
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We see in what follows that if the intera tion is nite,

 in reases with
the system size, but more slowly than L (at    ).
In the ase of a short-range potential (see Se . 4.1), 

R;L

then the ma ros opi order parameter

behaves as some power of

L.

This

orresponds literally

to the denition of the BKT phase. If we
a potential of the Coulomb type,

L

in a more

L.

Physi ally, this

similar to the usual BKT one.
formal limit
independent

e2 =vf

ase is quite
ondensate of

hiral pairs with wave fun tion (20).

To summarize, the Luttinger model at
always in the BKT phase with broken
At

R;L

We note that in the

! 1, we have the

<

(x; t) = a^R;L (x) +
+ arbitrary negative-frequen y part,

(x; t) = ^bR;L (x) +
+ arbitrary negative-frequen y part.
At t ! T
0,
y
R;L (x; t) = ^bR;L (x) +
+ arbitrary positive-frequen y part,

onsidered

 would depend on

ompli ated way, but would nevertheless

in rease with the size

134, âûï. 4 (10), 2008

t ! +0,

At

ase of the innitely strong intera tion is very spe ial.

òîì

is

hiral symmetry.

   , it undergoes a phase transition, whi h in

R;L

the limit of the innitely strong intera tion turns into
the smearing se ond-order phase transition with a nite

(x; t) = a^yR;L (x) +
+ arbitrary positive-frequen y part.

(24)

density of pairs.
The
and

4. GROUND STATE OF THE
TOMONAGALUTTINGER MODEL

reation operators of ele trons and holes

a^+

^b+ are the variables entering the wave fun tions

of the states in the sum in Eq. (9). The annihilation

a^ and ^b enter the
anti ommute, fa
^; a^+g

operators
They

Evolution operator (9) of a quantum system

an

belong to dierent instan es of time if the evolution

be represented as a fun tional integral with denite

operator is

boundary

Therefore, we

onditions ( f. [26℄). This representation is

usually derived for boson systems, and we therefore give

onjugate wave fun tions.

= f^b; ^b+g = 0, on e they

in

al ulated (see Appendix A for the details).
an regard them as Grassmann variables

al ulating the fun tional integral.
It is possible to expli itly separate the dependen e

the derivation for fermions in Appendix A.
The theory with an arbitrary ele tronele tron in-

on the

reation and annihilation operators for the evo-

an be redu ed to a theory in an external

lution operator in a given external eld determined by

eld by means of the HubbardStratonovi h transfor-

the fun tional integration region in (22). We introdu e

mation [29℄ (see Eq. (33) below). Integrating over the

new integration variables

tera tion

=
R;L =

external eld is required in order to return to the original 4-fermion intera tion. Therefore, we rst

R;L

onsider

the evolution operator for one-dimensional ele trons
pla ed into an external eld

S^ () =
where

and

ables) and

ZT

Z

(x; t). It is given by


(;)

D D exp S ; ;

(22)

are the ele tron elds (Grassmann vari-

(25)

R;L

0R;L are supposed to obey the
hrödinger equation in the external eld (x; t) with

S

given boundary

onditions (24). The quantum" elds

R;L (x; t) are arbitrary but obey zero boundary onditions: R;L (0) = R;L (T ) = 0.
0R;L an be represented in terms of
The solutions
the Feynman Green's fun tion GR;L in a nite time,
dened as follows. It is a solution of the S hrödinger

Z

S = i dt dx

R

(x; t) [it



R

(x; t) + (R; vf $ L;

Integration over
given boundary

R;L

The saddle-point elds

S is the a tion:

0

0R;L + R;L;
0 + :

;

vf ix +  (x; t)℄ 
vf ) :

t = 0 and t = T .

[it  vf ix +  (x; t)℄ GR;L (x; t; x1 ; t1) =
= iÆ(2) (x x1 ; t t1)

(23)

in Eq. (22) is performed with

onditions at

equation

with the following boundary
the Green's fun tion

644

onditions: at
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t

(26)
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BKT phase in systems of spinless strongly

S0 =

Green's fun tion of free fermions in the lower halfplane
of the

omplex variable

per halfplane).

t

At

x

(being arbitrary in the up-

! T 0, it

X Z

i=R;L

free Green's fun tion in the upper halfplane. For the
Green's fun tion of left ele trons

GL (x; t; x1 ; t1 ),

the

upper and lower halfplanes are to be ex hanged.
The free Feynman Green's fun tion is given by [8℄

We here take Eq. (26) into a

G0R;L (x; t; x1 ; t1 ) =

x1 ) iÆ sign (t t1 )℄ 1 :

In one dimension, S hrödinger equation (26)

(x; t):

an be

eld

:

T

Z
1
ln [Det  (T )℄ = 4
0

Z

3

G0R;L (x1 ; t1 ; y; t0 ) 5 :

an be expressed in terms of these Green's fun -

Z1



(28)

Now it is easy to verify that the saddle-point elds

(It is

1

dp

2  (

0R;L (x; t) =

Z

0 R;L (x; t) =

p; t) (p; t1 ) jpj 

 exp [ ijpjvf jt t1 j℄ :

(31)

al ulated in Appendix B. In fa t, we introdu ed

an ultraviolet

ut-o there.) The

omplete expression

form

dx0 [GR;L (x; t; x0 ; 0) a^R;L (x0 )

S^ () = exp (S0 + ln[ Det  (T )℄)jF ihF j;

i

GR;L (x; t; x0 ; T ) ^byR;L (x0 ) ;

Z

 ^bR;L (x0 )

dx0 [GR;L (x0 ; 0; x; t) 

(29)

0
R;L (x ) :

onditions, we note that

2

Z

is equal to

a^R (x),

GR (x; t; x1 ; t1 ) at t ! +0 is
0
ontribution at x = x + iÆ and

as it should.

The se ond term in

0.

Inside the time interval

i

ZT

20

ondition at

(0; T ), the saddle-

point elds satisfy the S hrödinger equation, as

4

i

Eq. (29) yields a negative-frequen y part, whi h is arbitrary. Similarly, we verify the boundary

2

dt

Z1

1

dp

ZT

0

dt

3

2 V (p) % (p; t) % (

 D exp 2 dt

Therefore, the

positive-frequen y part of
determined by the pole

ZT

exp 4 2i
0

a^R (x) and ^bR (x) are regular

in the upper halfplane (see Eq. (2)).

an express the evolution operator for the

We use the well-known identity [29℄

i

GR;L (x0 ; T ; x; t) a^y

Now we

(32)

system of intera ting fermions in terms of this operator.

To verify that these elds obey the required boundary

Z1

Z1

1

1

dp

2  (p; t)  (

645

1
N

p; t) V 1 (p)

3

ontribution of the saddle-point eld to the a The normalization

p; t)5 =

dp
2 (% (p; t)  ( p; t) +

+ %(

an be

seen from Eq. (26) for the Green's fun tions.
The

dt dt1 

for the evolution operator in the external eld has the

tions as

tion is

reation and annihilation fermion

ompletely determined by Eq. (30). The

integral over quantum u tuations produ es the de-

 exp 4i dt0 dy (y; t0 ) G0R;L (x; t; y; t0 )

t!T

tion.

terminant of the S hrödinger operator in the external

GR;L (x; t; x1 ; t1 ) = G0R;L (x; t; x1 ; t1 ) 

0

 in the a

The dependen e of the evolution operator in the
external eld on the

solved for an arbitrary external eld

0R;L

ount. Sin e the saddle-

term linear in the quantum eld
(27)

operators is

ZT

(30)

point elds obey the S hrödinger equation, there is no

= 21i [vf (t t1)  (x

2

h

dx dx0 ^bi (x0 ) Gi (x0 ; 0; x; ) a^i (x) +

+ a^yi (x0) Gi (x0; T ; x; T ) ^byi (x)
a^yi (x0 ) Gi (x0 ; T ; x; 0) a^i (x)
i
^bi (x0) Gi (x0; 0; x; T ) ^byi (x) :

oin ides with the

:::

oe ient

N

p; t) (p; t)) 5 :
is

(33)
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ZT

It is

N = D exp 2 dt 
4

Z1



1

 to 

0

Applying

dp
1 5
2  (p; t) ( p; t) V (p) :

(34)

G0R;L (p; t; t1 ) = p  (t t1 ) 

 exp [ipvf (t t1 )℄ p  (t1 t) 
 exp [ipvf (t t1 )℄ :

V % in the integral

D exp 2i Tr y V
identity

(33)

onvenient to pro eed in the exponents of

expression for the free Feynman Green's fun tions:

3



Z

to

the

1



Colle ting all terms in the exponents arising from
fun tional

inte-

Green's fun tion (28), we obtain the
the a tion linear in the external eld

TomonagaLuttinger model, we express it in terms of
the evolution operator in the external eld at the pri e

ZT

of an additional fun tional integration over the s alar

S = i dt

(x; t):

S^ee =

1

Z

N



Z1

1

2

(36)

:

gral that determines the evolution operator for the

eld
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Green's fun tions (28) to momentum spa e using the

To prove Eq. (33), it su es to shift the integration
variable

òîì

0

ZT

D exp 4 2i dt 

where the  urrent

0

uration, i.e., on the

3

dp
1 5^
2  (p; t)  ( p; t) V (p) S ():

(35)

S0n .

Z1

1

R

,

ontribution to

dp
2  ( p; t) R (p; t) ;
depends on the

(37)

hosen

ong-

on rete term in the expansion of

It depends on the ele tron (hole) operators dire tly

and as a result on their
low.

A possible

oordinates. (See Eq. (50) be-

onguration

an be seen in expli it

form there.) It is equal to
Expression (35) is expli it: while it is not possible to
perform the nal integration in

(x; t) in

losed form,

R (p; t) = Ri (p) exp ( ijpjvf t) +
+ Rf (p) exp ( ijpjvf (T t)) ;

it is easy to obtain an arbitrary term of the evolution
operator by expanding it in the

reation and annihila-

tion operators. This su es for the

al ulation of the

(38)

evolution operator.
Indeed, we expand the evolution operator in powers of the external eld
expansion

S0n.

The arbitrary term of the

and

ontains a number of Green's fun tions in

Rf (p) =

the external eld (28), whi h are exponentials linear in
the external eld. Together with a tion (35) and determinant (34), we obtain a Gaussian-type integral in

(x; t), whi h
tion

onsidered. It is spe ied by the

ongura-

on rete term of

We introdu e the following notation for the

 (p) [exp(ipx)
(39)

x~::: ;~x0 ::: ;~y::: ;~y0 :::

the expansion.

nates entering the ele tronhole

x::: ;x0 ::: ;y::: ;y0 :::

exp (ipx0)℄ +  ( p) [exp(ipy) exp(ipy0)℄ ;
X
Ri (p) =
 ( p) [exp (ipx~)

an be easily performed. The result of

the integration depends of the ele tronhole

X

exp (ipx~0)℄ +  (p) [exp (ipy~) exp (ipy~0)℄

oordi-

reation and annihila-

tion operators.

x denote the oordinates of the right pary the oordinates of the left parti les.

1. We let
ti les and

2. We put a tilde on

oordinates related to annihi-

lation operators (initial state) and leave

oordinates of

reation operators (nal state) without a tilde.
3. We put primes on

oordinates related to holes.

for the initial (annihilation operators) and nal ( reation operators)
nates

x; : : : ; y; : : :

annihilation and

ongurations respe tively.
in Eq. (39) are the

Coordi-

oordinates of

reation operators for the

ongura-

tion in whi h we are interested. Finally, we obtain the
fun tional integral
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2

Z

i

BKT phase in systems of spinless strongly

ZT

The boundary

D exp 2 dt dt1 
4



Z1

1

t 0 (p; 0) ijpjvf 0 (p; 0) = 2ijpjvf V0 Ri (p) ;
t 0 (p; T ) + ijpjvf 0 (p; T ) =
= 2ijpjvf V0 Rf (p) :

dp
1
2  (p; t)  ( p; t1) V (p) Æ (t t1)
T

dtdt1

Z1

1

dp

2  (

p; t) (p; t1 ) jpj 

 exp [ ijpjvf jt t1 j℄ +

+i

ZT

0

dt

Z1

1

In the derivation of Eq. (43), we have used the fa t that

Rf (p = 0; t) = Ri (p = 0; t) = 0:

3

dp
5
2  ( p; t) R (p; t) ;

The solution of the dierential equation for the
(40)

saddle-point eld (Eq. (43)) gives

0 (p; t) = (! + jp2jjvpjv)f V10 2  
p
f
p
 fRi [exp( i!pt) + p exp ( i!p (T t))℄ +
+ Rf [p exp( i!pt) + exp( i!p (T t))℄g ; (46)

ond term is the quantum determinant, and the third
omes from the Green's fun tions in Eq. (37).

The integral in Eq. (40) is Gaussian: it

an be

al-

ulated by standard methods, by nding the saddle-

0 and shifting the integration variables as
 !  0. The integral with respe t to the u tuations 
0 yields a shift of the ground-state energy

point eld

due to the ele tron intera tion and the normalization
oe ient of the ground-state wave fun tion. We

al-

ulate this integral in Appendix C. The operator stru ture of the evolution operator is

where

p =

0 in Eq. (40).

Seff = 2

Z1

1

dp
2

ZT

0

X
Seff = L1

ompletely determined

The saddle-point eld

0(x; t)

(41)

F1 (p) =

1 
2

exp( ijpjvf T ) exp (

i!pT )

+
+ p 1 exp (! i+(!jppj+v jpjvf ) T ) ;
p
f
1
exp(
i (!p + jpjvf ) T )
+
F2 (p) =
!p + jpjvf
+ p exp ( ijpjvf T ) exp( i!pT ) :

i
 (p; t)
V0 0

(42)

!p

jpjvf

!p

an be redu ed to the following dierential equa-

jpjvf

turn to a sum over the parti le momenta

Eq. (42) with respe t to time):

t2 0 (p; t) + !p20 (p; t) = 0;

in a

ordan e with the ordinary rule

Z1

(43)

where

1

s

1 + vV0 :
f

6)

(44)

(48)

In expression (47) for the ee tive a tion, we re-

tion (to see this, it su es to dierentiate both sides of

!p = jpjvf

1

where we introdu e the fun tions

equation

whi h

V0

1 + 1 + V0 =vf
p
 [[Rf ( p) Rf (p) + Ri ( p) Ri (p)℄ F2 (p) +
+ 2F1 (p) Rf ( p) Ri (p)℄ ; (47)

satises the integral

1 Z T dt1 0 (p; t1) jpj 
2 0
 exp [ ijpjvf jt t1 j℄ = iR (p; t) ;

p

p6=0

We write them as an ef-

dt 0 (p; t) R (p; t) :

i!pT ) :

tion (41), we nally obtain

fe tive a tion:

i

p
1 p
1 + V0=vf
1 + 1 + V0=vf exp (

Substituting the saddle-point eld in the ee tive a -

by the terms that appear as a result of substituting the
saddle-point

(45)

our system is ele tri ally neutral, and hen e

where the rst term is the a tion in Eq. (35), the se term

onditions for this equation follow from

the original integral equation (42):

0

1Z
4 0

:::

dp
2

! L1

X

p

6) :

pn = 2n=L

:

This orresponds to periodi boundary onditions for the
and
elds at the boundaries of the sample. (See also the end
of Appendix D.)
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x0 in the lower halfplane and prove

This allows qualifying dierent infrared divergen es

lose the

that appear in the ee tive a tion. We note that there

that the

is no term with

term that survives is the one with

p=0

in these sums. This fa t is re-

lated to the gauge invarian e of the system:
(in spa e) elds
tri

(t)

onstant

lear from the general stru ture of the a tion (whi h
is the produ t

zero temperature.)

(This
We

orresponds to the

ase of

an omit os illating exponen-

tials in this limit. As a result, we are left with only the
fun tion

F2 , whi

h be omes

"

1+

F2 (p)  jpjvf

s

!#

1 + vV0
f

The ee tive a tion fa tores into

1

p6=0 jpjvf

h

q

i2

we have to



a^yL (y) ^byL (y0 )

y y0 iÆ
 exp S f (x; x0 ; y; y0 ):



(49)

equal-time arguments survive as

T

! 1.

As a re-

T

j i and its

omplex

X

for this term is given by

1 fexp[ipn (x

pn >0 pn

=

fa tores into the produ t of the

ground-state wave fun tion

Seff

(51)

y + iÆ)℄ +

(52)

where

sult, we see that the whole expression for the evolution
operator for large

eff

+ exp[ipn (x0 y0+iÆ)℄ exp [ipn (x0 y+iÆ)℄
exp [ipn (x y0 + iÆ)℄g ;

al ulate preex-

Only the Green's fun tions with

ontribution to the

j i (see Eq. (50)) is

f (x; x0 ; y; y 0 ) = 2 
Seff
L

ponential fa tors that arise from the free Feynman
Green's fun tions.

R- and L-parti les are
R (or only L) ele trons or

dx dx0 dy dy0 a^yR (x) ^byR (x0 )
2i 2i x0 x iÆ

The ee tive a tion

1 + 1 + vV0f

Seff ,

ground-state wave fun tion

ontributions of initial

V0

that the wave fun tion

holes vanish. The simplest possible

:

 [Rf ( p) Rf (p) + Ri ( p) Ri (p)℄ =
f + Si :
= Seff
eff
In addition to

present. All terms with only

Z

and nal states:

X
Seff = L1

Rf (p)Rf ( p))

ontains only terms where both

in order to separate the ground state, we have to take

! 1.

The only

= 0, and hen e

A nontrivial answer for the wave fun tion appears

We pro eed with the ground-state wave fun tion in

T

n

only owing to singularities of the ee tive a tion. It is

ontribute.

the TomonagaLuttinger model. As mentioned above,
the limit

orresponding integral vanishes.

j i = jF i, as it should be for nonintera ting fermions.

orrespond to a pure gauge ele -

potential and should not

ontour of

134, âûï. 4 (10), 2008

òîì

onju-

vf

h

p

V0

1 + 1 + V0 =vf

i2 :

(53)

gate. The nal expression for the wave fun tion is of
The sums in Eq. (52)

the form

"Z

1
X

j i = n1!
n=0

+

Z

dx dx0
2i

a^yR (x) ^byR (x0 )
+
x0 x iÆ

f (x; x0 ; y; y 0 ) =
Seff

#n
a^yL (y) ^byL (y0 )

y y0 iÆ

dy dy0
2i

f (x; x0 ; : : : ; y; y 0 ; : : : ) jF i:
 exp Seff

=  ln ((xx0

(50)

We verify that the wave fun tion of nonintera ting

V

fermions (

= 0) is jF i.

The general term in the sum

in Eq. (50) is a produ t of fa tors:

Z

dx dx0
2i

a^yR (x) ^byR (x0 )
jF i:
x0 x iÆ

A

We

ording to the

harge

y + iÆ)(x0 y0 + iÆ)
:
y + iÆ) (x y0 + iÆ)

(54)

onservation law, the number

of ele trons has to be equal to the number of holes, and
therefore the number of exponentials with the opposite
sign in Eq. (52) is the same.

As a result, the a tion

Seff does not diverge and singularities in the integrand
the integrations over

x0

and

y0 .

Therefore, divergen es

in the wave fun tion do not exist even for short-range
intera tions.

upper halfplane (see Deni-

tion 2) and the pole of the Green's fun tion. We

al ulated.

in Eq. (51) are removed by zeroes of the a tion or by

We note now that all singularities of the operator

^byR (x0 ) are those in the

an be easily

obtain

an

Expression (51) des ribes the simplest possible omplex in the va uum of the intera ting fermions. This
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has

all

quantum

numbers

BKT phase in systems of spinless strongly
equal

to

ongurations that

zero.

ross

hannel).

x; x0 ; y; y0 are

Correspondingly, all

oordinates

lose to ea h other. In general, this

plex does not break any

The Pauli prin iple allows one more
des ribes s attering of

ontribution to term (54)

x0 y; x y0 ! 0 (of the order of
0 y0
the transverse size of the hannel), but x y and x
omes from the region

an be arbitrarily large. In other words, the

omplex

 - and RL
 -pairs. As we see in what folde ays into RL

The
the

orresponding

Z

symmetry breaking.
onsider the strong-intera tion limit:

V0
vf

x0 and y0 is easily

 (x

(55)

= ! 1. It an be seen that for = = 1,
0
0 orresponding to
(x = x and y = y )

y) =

The fun tion

the poles

at

an eled

ompletely by the fermion

exp Seff ) with the ef-

al ulated and we obtain

y x



iÆ

2+ y

2iÆ



iÆ
:
x 2iÆ

 (x y) is nite at any x and y (even
x = y) and therefore its ontribution to the integral
vanishes in the limit Æ ! +0. In other words, in the

In this limit,

free fermions are

an be extra ted from

dx dy a^yR (x) ^byL (x) a^yL (y) ^byR (y)  (x y) ;

where

 1:

fermion intera tion (des ribed by

ontribution

onne ted part of the general expression (51). The

integral over

lows, su h a wave fun tion leads to a spontaneous hiral
We rst

omplex that

hiral pairs:

a^yR (x) ^byL (x) a^yL (x) ^byR (x) :

But in the TomonagaLuttinger model, a spe ial
situation arises. The leading

onne ted

ground-state wave fun tion.

om-

ontinuous symmetry.

harged

omplexes and verify that they do not appear in the

In fa t, it des ribes ele tronele tron s attering (in
the

ould produ e

:::

limit of an innitely strong intera tion, the

hiral pairs

fe tive a tion in Eq. (54). Instead, we obtain new poles

do not intera t. This intera tion appears, however, in

at the points

the next approximations in the inverse

x0

=y

^byR (x0 ) is analyti

that

upper halfplane, we

y0 .

= x + iÆy. Re alling
in the lower and ^
bL (y0 ) in the
iÆ

and

y0

an integrate further over

As a result, we obtain the following

x0

and

ontribution to

the ground-state wave fun tion:

Z

dx a^yR (x) ^byL (x)

Thus, the 4-parti le

Z

It

hirality

2.

(56)

onsider

harged

omplexes

omplexes. The four-fermion

onsider a 6-fermion

a^yR (x) ^byR (x0 )
x0 x iÆ

omplex,

indeed,

on-

prin iple.

into

2

(57)

fermions

an also

onsider more

C

hiral pairs in Eq. (56).
hirality

=0

j i. To take this into a

the proje tor

PC =0

Then the wave fun tion

The normalization

C of j

an o

i must be

ur in the ex-

ount, we introdu e

onto the state with

hirality zero.

an be written as

Z

+

Z

dx a^yR (x) ^byL (x) +


dy a^yL (y) ^byR (y) jF i:

oe ient

Z0

is

(58)

al ulated in Ap-

pendix C. We have already dis ussed the wave fun as

ontribution is zero owing to the Pauli

We

omplexes are the

zero and only terms with
pansion of

on-

7) and we have proved that the only

j i = Z0 P^C =0 exp

x1 ! y0 ! x and x0 ! y ! x01 (the relative distan e
x x0 is supposed to be large). These fermions are of
the form a
^yR (x) a^yR (x) ^byL (x) and a^yL (x0 ) ^byR (x0) ^byR (x0).
Hen e, this

ording to a general theorem [30℄, the

omplexes

onne ted

a^yL (y) ^byL (y0 )

y y0 iÆ

de ays

onne ted

omplexes. This is not ne essary, how-

p

0 0
0 0 iÆ)
 ((xx yy+0 +iÆiÆ))((xx1 yy+0 +iÆiÆ) ()x(x0 y y++iÆiÆ))((xx10 yy++iÆ
):
1
1
This

ne ted

omplex:

a^yR (x1 ) ^byR (x01 )
x01 x1 iÆ

omplexes

ever, be ause, a

harge

tribution is exhausted by Eq. (56), and hen e we have
to

onsider

parti les and separate the

On the other hand, the total

an be veried that no other onne ted

on-

omplete expression for the ground-

omplete wave fun tion is the exponent of the

appear in the limit of strong intera tion. For example,
we

:::

parts of these

omplex de ays into 2 noninter-

a ting bosons. They are neutral in the ele tri
but have a nonzero

To obtain the

state wave fun tion, we have to
with 8, 12,

dy a^yL (y) ^byR (y) :

oupling

stant (see Se . 4.1).

ompli ated

tion in Se . 3.

Fun tion (58)

orresponds to an un-

broken symmetry phase in spite of the presen e of an
7)
This theorem is in fa t a purely ombinatorial statement.
In eld theory, it is mostly applied to Green's fun tions. In statisti al physi s, it is known as the rst Mayer's theorem (see,
e.g., [31℄).
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If the

hiral symmetry is broken, the states with difhiralities should be degenerate in energy. This

is not the

n6=0

C = 0 is still minimal and the order
 is zero for  = 0.

Wave fun tion (58)

n

jpn jvf
[Rf ( p) Rf (p) +Ri ( p) Ri (p)℄
 th 2
jpnjvf exp jpnjvf
2 X 1 exp 
 
jpnjv
L
jp j

ase if the system size is nite: the energy

of the state with
parameter

n

n6=0

orresponds to the state with

1 + exp  f
 Rf (p) Ri ( p) ;

the minimal possible energy. Hen e, it is the wave fun tion of the system at

 = 0.

temperature region, we

T

time (

seen that the a tion

an pro eed to the Eu lidean

vf p=)

and

We have

where

exp(

Rf (p) Ri ( p) in Eq. (48)):

vf p=)

(with a renormalized

Fermi velo ity). Corre tions of the se ond type

orre-

then Eq. (60)

vf p

(this

e.g., by the method of bosonization).
exponentials des ribe the

an be seen,

n6=0

In fa t, these

in detail.) Obviously, for

  2vf =L, this exponen-

i.e., the Green's fun tion with the imaginary time dif-

1=, gives the smallness.

feren es about

This is

om-

pensated by the a tion, be ause it is proportional to

ln(1=): This is the
der

onsideration. In the opposite

ase

into a

an use

As a result,

the Green's fun tion is proportional to a small exponenannot be

ompensated by a logarithmi

divergen e from the a tion and the whole term with

exp(

vf p=)

is small.

Therefore, ground-state wave

fun tion (58) is valid if

Of

(59)

This allows passing from sums to inte-

 (or T ).
In the region of higher temperatures,  hiral  ;

grals in the expressions independent of

tially small. Here, we work with real time

tive a tion
tera tion

Seff

T

until the

end and pro eed to Eu lidean time only at the last
step.) The a tion for this

onguration is

y0 vf T + iÆ) (x x~ vf T + iÆ)
: (64)
(x y0 + iÆ) (~y0 x~ + iÆ)
Thus, we have a similar result: a pair a
^yR (x) ^byL (x)
in j i and a
^R (~x) ^bL (~x) in h j: However, the existen e
of an extra pair implies that the total hirality C of
the state is nonzero. Hen e, states with any C exist.
Their energies dier by values of the order of 2vf =L:
For temperatures (61), these states

transformations, the ee -

in Eq. (47) for an innitely strong in-

an be rewritten as

an be

degenerate. Then a state with a xed

onsidered

hirality is un-

stable relative to an innitesimal intera tion that mixes

Eq. (27) for the Green's fun tion is appli able. In this
ase, after similar algebrai

ontribution is exponen-

ln (~y

ourse, we assume that the number of states is large,

pf L  1.

(At lower temperatures, this

(63)

0

f
:
   hiral = 2v
L

i.e.,

ount:

dx dx~ dy0 dy~0 a^yR (x) a^R (~x)
2i 2i x~ x + vf T iÆ 
^y 0 ^ 0
f (x; x~; y 0 ; y~0 ):
 y~0 bLy(0y ) bvL T(~y+) iÆ exp Seff
f

Z

Eq. (36), but it is impossible to transform the sums over

tial fa tor. It

(62)

take another 4-fermion ontribution to the ground state

  2vf =L,

pn to integrals in order to obtain Eq. (27).

n

Hen e, in the temperature region of interest, we should

ase for the temperature region un-

the Green's fun tion (27) is inappli able. We

8)

X

2vf =L in Se . 3

tial fa tor is not small but the preexponential fa tor,

(61)

 Rf (p) + Ri ( p) Ri (p)℄
1 exp jpnjvf R ( p) R (p) :
2
i
L n6=0 jpn j
 f

hange of the ground state

with temperature (see footnote 4). (We dis ussed the
rossover temperature

an be transformed to

(60)

X
Seff = L jp1 j [Rf ( p) 

spond to ex itations, and we omit them. But there are
no ex itations with the energy

meaning of the

p
= vf 1 + V0 =vf : If
 hiral    2vf =L

vf

ontains two types of exponen-

tials (see the term with

exp(

To dis uss the nonzero

! i=) for equilibrium systems.

134, âûï. 4 (10), 2008

X
Seff = L jp1 j 

hiral pairs with zero momentum.

ferent

òîì

8)

exp



The terms in the equation for

jp jv =

S

eff

with the fa tor

des ribe an ex ited state. We do not dis uss
n f
them be ause su h ee ts an be al ulated more easily by using
the bosonization te hnique.
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right and left parti les (e.g., innitesimal ba k s atter-

the divergen e does not o

ing). Similarly to the theory of super ondu tivity, the

small

.

hiralities, but with a xed

exp

hiral phase

Therefore, we have derived the wave fun tion

(in the boson representation) form of the ground-state

term

Z

To prove that
(65)
in
is the phase transition temperature, we must
the higher-temperature region
arithmi

n

  .

ontribution to the a tion

Seff

onsider
The log-

arises from

 nmin  L=2vf  1: At smaller n, the loga-

rithmi

divergen e does not o

Seff =

ur. Hen e,

This is to be
Eq. (66) are

n

ompared with Eq. (60).

(x +iÆ)
0

operator.

Thus,

at

distan es

ongurations with free bosons.

Consequently, the state is non oherent at this s ale.
Therefore,

the long-range order does not exist at

lengths larger than

 ().

For this, we

y1 , we have the

We

an also verify this

al ulate the

ontribution of

dz
exp
z



iz

Be ause

orrela-

dx

 2 ()
L

  2 () :

 is independent of L, we have the normal

This means that

sition temperature and

;

2 :

phase (see Se . 3) with low-symmetry phase u tuations.

 ()

L=2
Z
L=2

The sums in



ontribution of this state to

(66)

logarithms in Eq. (54) are to be repla ed by

(x + iÆ) !
ln (
x0 + iÆ)

evolution

hja^yR (y1 ) ^byL (y1 ) ^bL (x1 ) a^R (x1 ) ji in the region
jx1 y1 j  L  : After the integration over x1 and

al ulated in Appendix D. As a result, the

(Zx+iÆ)

the

jx yj   , we have

(69)

tor

 [Rf ( p) Rf (p) + Ri ( p) Ri (p)℄
2 X 1 exp jpnjvf R ( p) R (p) :
i
L
jp j
 f
jnj>nmin


 () 2 y
^y
dx dy
jx yj a^R (x) bL (x) 
 jF ihF j^bL (y) a^R (y)

state (69) to the order parameter density

n

min

ontribution in (63) leads to the



dire tly.

1 
jp j

 X
L jnj>n

ix  ()
:
 () x

orreHen e, the 4-fermion

 = !(2=L) = 2vf =L





sponding to Eq. (20) dis ussed in Se . 3. An alternative
wave fun tion is given in Se . 5.

As a result, we have

orre tions to the a tion approximately given by

real ground state of the system is a mixture of states
with dierent

ur.

:::





is indeed the phase tran-

is the

oheren e length. Be-

sides, we have a more obvious denition of

 (

(67)
In this

)  L:

ase, the entire system

:

an be des ribed by the

broken-symmetry wave fun tion in Eq. (20). Hen e, the

where

 () = vf = (

low-symmetry phase should be regarded as realized if

)

(68)

 <  . The above dis ussion must make it

lear that

this transition is smeared over the temperature region
is the

oheren e length.

about

The right-hand side of Eq. (67)
sed
with
is

in

terms

of

imaginary

the

oheren e

the

integral

argument.
length,

we

an be expres-

exponential
To

prove

note

that

at

4.1. BerezinskiiKosterlitzThouless phase

fun tion

that

 ()

We prove that the BKT phase [16℄ is likely to form

lengths

x   (), the right-hand side of Eq. (67) tends
0
to ln ((x + iÆ ) = (x + iÆ )); i.e., the system is har-

in the TomonagaLuttinger model if
a tion due to

is then possible to repeat the
vious se tion with all

oe ient. (Indeed, it
al ulations in the pre-

onne ted

by distan es shorter than
of a sample smaller than

 ().)

, a

again

are taken into a

orre tions to the
ount.

ase of zero temperature and

onsider the 4-fermion

ontribution, Eq. (51), to

the ground wave fun tion

Z

omplexes separated
Thus, in a region

oherent state exists. In

ase (distan es between pairs x = jx y j
 ()), the integrand begins to os illate and

the opposite
larger than

vf =V0

We begin with the

a terized by the wave fun tion in Eq. (20), with the
ex eption of the normalization

 , as it should be for a nite-size sample.
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dx dx0 dy dy0
2i 2i
 ((xx0

a^yR (x) ^byR (x0 ) a^yL (y) ^byL (y0 )

x0 x iÆ y y0 iÆ

y + iÆ) (x0 y0 + iÆ) 0
jF i;
y + iÆ) (x y0 + iÆ)

(70)
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0  =.

where

to unity. We

ÆÝÒÔ,

For simpli ity, we

onsider the

onsider

0

onguration with two

on-

R large
0 y,
ompared to the transverse size of the hannel d: x
0
0
0
x y  d ! 0 and jx x j  R, jy y j  R ! 1.
ne ted hiral omplexes separated by a distan e

The

uts,

y0 = x + iÆ and x0 = y + iÆ, and is

proportional to

e2i

1

0



Zx

1
dy0 ^y 0
bL (y ) 0
2i
(y x)

1

(x0 y0) 0 :
(y 0 y )

0

The last fa tor in the integrand is of the order of
0 . Distan es inside the pair
,
are of

1=R1

the order of

d.

y 0 x x0 y

The

ontribution of the distant

hiral

pairs to integral (70) is

dx dya^yR (x) ^byL (x) a^yL (y) ^byR (y) 
2(1

d
 jx yj

probability to nd a

hiral pair is

Pfree =



0

)

jF i:

(71)

an also

onsider

2(1

0

)

This probability de reases with

The probability

under dis ussion has an intermediate behavior.

As a

 in reases with L, but the power exponent is

result,

smaller than unity. Both these properties

an be

on-

sidered a denition of the BKT phase. Moreover, the
existen e of a ma ros opi , i.e., in reasing with volondition for a long-range order itself.

(72)

R

limit be ause ea h matrix element is

proportional to the square root of the boson number in
In the BKT system at

0 < 1, the temperature 

of the phase transition to the unbroken phase is of the
same order as in the limit of the innitely strong in-

valid in this



and the



orrelated pairs

0 < 1 and hen e
 are

ase. We note that the upper-temperature

boundary of the

hiral phase

oin ides with the tem-

perature region where power-law

orrelators exist, as it

should. Indeed, it is well-known that for a nite temperature, the

orrelators de rease exponentially at dis-

tan es longer than

vf = [11℄.

Be ause we do not wish
be rea hed within the

size of the sample, it has to be smaller than

  vf =L   .

vf =, or

The wave fun tion for the BKT phase does not have

ZL

hRi = dR R P (R)  L2

in the previous
divergen e of the

orrelation length

that the exponential asymptoti
but mu h more

This is

ase although their density tends to zero in the

our expressions for

slowly than in the theory without intera tion. The average distan e between

ase is the

hiral pair is indepen-

 / L.

a tion. This divergen e also exists for

R is
P (R) = j(R)j2  1=R2(1 0) :

the simple form in Eq. (20) be ause the intera tion of
hiral pairs is nonzero. Also hiral omplexes with more

0

0

than two parti les are present in the ground-state wave
fun tion.

However, properties of this phase are quite

similar to properties of the phase with broken symme-

9)

The bosonization te hnique allows al ulating the 4-parti le
orrelator exa tly (i.e., with pair s attering). As a result, we
have the well-known exponent

try that appears in the limit of innitely strong intera tion.

s

T

and

se tion was based on the logarithmi


jx yj
 a^yR (x) ^byL (x) jF ihF j^bL (y) a^R (y) :

L ! 1.

R

tera tion. Indeed, our estimate of

hiral pairs at the distan e

diverges as

dent of the distan e

on-

an be seen from Eqs. (71) and (72), the probability

to nd

The other limit

There, the probability to nd a

the state.

omes again from Eq. (63)

9)
and has the form

dx dy

 from L.

thermodynami

C 6= 0 to the ground state.

ontribution

d

jx yj

2

system with a nonzero density of the order parameter.

 ient

The simplest



d

There, the

(see Eq. (69)). As we have seen, this results in the independen e of

the

tributions of the states with

As

onsider the same quantities in

ume, number of bosons in the ground state is a suf-

In temperature region (19), we

Z
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the theory with nonintera ting ele trons.

ontribution in whi h we are interested is deter-

mined by two

Z

It is instru tive to

lose

òîì

V0
= 1 1= 1 + v
:

5. BOSON REPRESENTATION AND
SYMMETRY BREAKING

f

It oin ides with 0 only in the strong intera tion limit. This
distin tion arises from the fa t that the term in whi h we are
interested involves only the dire t intera tion between two pairs.

We

onsider the relation between the ground-state

wave fun tion in the boson representation and in our
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representation. It is

BKT phase in systems of spinless strongly

onvenient to use the rst in the

from the outset, it is possible to rewrite

:::

jGS0 i in the

form given in [23℄ for the Luttinger model (as it should,

fermion representation. Indeed, we know that the sim-

it

plest

oin ides in the limit of innitely strong intera tion

th  ! 1 with the S hwinger model [32℄):
jGS0 i =
!
X
1
= N exp
th C^Ly (pn) C^Ry (pn) jF i;
where

L n>0

C^Ry

is the boson

omplex de aying into

= N 1+Tr

all

p > 0; and

p

dx exp(ipx)%R;L (x) ;

L

(74)

%R;L (x) = a^yR;L (x) a^R;L (x) ^byR;L (x) ^bR;L (x) +
+ a^yR;L (x) ^byR;L (x) + ^bR;L (x) a^R;L (x) : (75)

sh  and h  allow passing to the new
^ (p). Wave fun tion (73) has
elds C

n>0



F (2) (x; x0 ; y; y0) a^yR (x) ^byL (y0 ) a^yL (y) 

i
 ^by (x0 ) + : : : jF i: (76)
R

denotes left bosons:

r
Z
^CR;L (p) = 2

t the relevant term

!

h

reation operator determined

hi-

1 X C^y (pn) C^y (pn) jF i =
L
R
L

N exp

(73)

by the density of the right ele trons; the subs ript

hiral pairs for a zero

rality state is a
^yR^byLa^yL^byR. We extra
from the entire state jGS0 i:

To

al ulate the

oe ient

F (2) , we have to proje

t the

entire state on hF ja
^R^bLa^L ^bR, and hen e
F (2) (~x; x~0 ; y~; y~0 ) = hF ja^R (~x) ^bL (~y0 ) a^L (~y) ^bR (~x0 ) 
!
X
1
y
y
 exp
C^ (pn ) C^ (pn ) jF i: (77)

L n>0 L

R

The parameters

The further train of thought is obvious. After bosoniza-

diagonalized

tion, the matrix element is to be rewritten as a fun -

the lowest possible energy and satises the relation

C^ (p) jGS0 i = 0: We

jGS0 i

tional integral using the well-known relation

with zero

hF jR C^ R0 C^ y jF i =
Z

hirality (see Eq. (58)). We used the fermion

= D C D C R ( C ) R0

representation in the paper be ause we need to see the
symmetry breaking in the ele tron system. Rewriting

jGS0 i in terms of ele tron operators dire tly with the





 

laim that the wave fun tion

oin ides with our ground-state wave fun tion

where

C



exp

Tr



CC ;

R and R0 are arbitrary fun tions and C is a

om-

help of Eq. (75) is a rather involved and nonuniversal

plex Bose eld. Wave fun tion (73) depends on the left

pro edure. In the boson approa h, it is preferable to

and right ele tron densities, and it is therefore

know results in advan e be ause the boson representa-

nient to use the bosonization s heme involving left and

tion is the most veiled way to see a symmetry break-

right elds,

ing. The problems begin with non ommuting terms in

with the total density and momentum

Eq. (75). It is extremely di ult to nd

jugate to it:

aying into

omplexes de-

hiral pairs and to prove the absen e of the

y

R;L (x) = exp

neutral ones in all orders. (We note that the form of
the

hiral

ple, it

omplexes depends on a problem. For exam-



AyR;L (x)

hanges drasti ally with in reasing the ele tron

omponent number, see [33℄, and the

al ulations be-

ome mu h more bulky in the

In the fermion

ase.)

Here

treatment in this paper, the operator stru ture of the
wave fun tion is determined by the
saddle-point eld to the a tion,
operators are here

S0

(Eq. (30)).

The

onsidered anti ommuting (see Ap-

al ulation rule for the a tion for a given ele tron oponguration in expli it form (Eq. (37)).

In addition, the pairing ee t

annot be obtained

in any order of the perturbation theory (i.e., in the
expansion of (73) in powers of

C^Ly C^Ry ).

turbative ee t. However, if the

AyR;L (x) =

ontribution of the

pendix A for the details). This allows formulating the
erator

C^L and C^R (see [32℄), rather than a s

and



y
R;L
p
L

R;L .

heme

anoni ally

on-



 exp( AR;L (x)) :

(78)

1 X exp(ipx)r 2 C^y

;
p R;L

L n>0

 is the operator with a set of

mined by

onve-

hara teristi s deter-

For example, from the anti ommutator

of the ele tron operators, we have

y 
R;L
R;L

= 1 and

fR;L ; L;R g = 0. Also,  and y should ommute with
y jF i = 0. It follows that
C^L;R and hF jR;L
Z

It is a nonper-

omplexes are known
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y jF i;
dx yR;L (x) jF i = L 1=2 R;L
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y
R;L

oin ides with the ladder operator of Hal-

dard one for

ondensed matter physi s (see, e.g., [11℄)

that is,

where

dane [23℄. The s heme in (78) is identi al to the stanbut is more

onvenient in our problem.

for

n > 0 and

1 Z
2i

a^L (~y) =

dx

(~y

L

(x)

x i0)

:

1
= 1 2 (~x y~0 + i0)(~
:
x0 y~ + i0)
(2i)

in a

ditional

C^ (p) ji

0.

to

he k

hirality of the state, any

(Indeed,

=0

and in order

n-pair

al ulated in the same way.)

amplitude

Equation (80)

Eq. (20).
It is not surprising that the boson representation
is a nonobvious way to see a symmetry breaking in
a fermion system.

To re al ulate the wave fun tion,

we should know the result in advan e.

dx~ dy~ a^yR (~x) ^byL (~x) ^byR (~y) a^yL (~y) ;

To obtain the

n

n <

(79)

We believe

that the ex lusive use of the boson representation in
an analyti

al ulation is the reason why the fa t of

symmetry breaking has been unknown so far.

ordan e with our previous result.

the state



of our symmetry-breaking ground-state wave fun tion,

This implies that the se ond term in Eq. (76) is equal

Z

n

is an alternative (in the boson representation) form

F (2) (~x; x~0 ; y~; y~0 ) =

to



jGSn i = L Ry jGS0 i

for

an be

As a result, we obtain
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jGSn i = R Ly jGS0 i

To extra t the ele tron or hole parts from (78), we
an use the identities su h as

òîì

hiral wave fun tion, we prove that

jGS1 i = L Ry jGS0 i is the state with an ad-

hiral pair. In the same way, we have

F (1) (~x; y~0 ) =

1
1
2i x~ y~0 + i0 ;

We are grateful to V. L. Gurevi h, Yu. M. Galperin,
and V. I. Kozub for a number of interesting dis ussions
and to V. L. Gurevi h and W. von S hlippe for reading
the manus ript. V. V. A. also a knowledges for partial
support RFBR (grant

 06-02-16384).

and hen e the one-pair state is

Z

dx~ a^yR (~x) ^byL (~x) jF i

and the entire state

APPENDIX A

jGS1 i is not invariant under

Evolution operator for fermion systems

hiral

transformations. (It is highly essential that the ele tron

In this appendix, we derive the representation for

and the hole are at the same spatial point. In prin iple,

the evolution operator of fermions in the external eld

the form of

as a fun tional integral with denite boundary

jGS1 i might suggest that their positions are

un orrelated.) Of
the state and

ourse, the energy dieren e between

jGS0 i is 4vf =L. At the same time, in or-

der to have a nonzero order parameter, the states with
dierent

In the S hrödinger representation, the evolution operator

S (T ) is

hiralities have to be degenerate in energy.

This would allow

S [T ℄ = T exp( i

onstru ting a wave fun tion giving a

nonzero order parameter, Eq. (10), although the Hamiltonian has no symmetry-breaking term. To obtain the
degenera y, the thermodynami

limit

L!1

is typi-

ally used. This treatment is forbidden for us be ause

 ! 0 in the limit as well. At the same time, in the
temperature region    hiral = 2vf =L, we an
onsider these states degenerate too ( f. the dis ussion
in Se . 3 between Eqs. (20) and (21)). Therefore, the
ground-state wave fun tion with an arbitrary
and xed phase

an be

ji =

1
X
1

hirality

onstru ted as

exp(in)jGSni;

ondi-

tions.

where

ZT

0

H dt)jF ihF j;

H is a fermion Hamiltonian in the external eld,

whi h is bilinear in the fermion elds. As we have seen,
the general problem with the ele tronele tron intera tion

an be redu ed to this problem at the pri e of

integration over the external eld.

For simpli ity, we

begin with the model with an empty ground state
rather than the Fermi one.
equations in a more

ompa t form.) We also omit the

spatial arguments.
(80)

T into N innitesimal
Æ = T=N (with the point i = N orresponding to

We divide the time interval
pie es
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t = 0 and i = 1 to t = T ) and introdu
the

e the sum over

jkihkj

omplete set of quantum me hani al states

at the intermediate points:

S [T ℄ =

X

ni

For any

jkN ihkN j (1 iÆH ) jkN 1 i : : :

however. The

(A.1)

n

jki (n)ihki (n)j =

bers).

n

y
Tr  i

i

Tr i a
^y  j0ih0j exp

 exp

(the index

Di D y exp



i



y ^
Tr  a
i

We integrate over all intermediate variables and



Z

di (n) = 0;

h

 y (n); i (n)

i

1+ (and Ny ).

A + B1 .
Z

(A.2)

are dened in the

usual way:

Z

onsider the answer as a fun tion of the Grassmann
This fun tion

an be only linear:

Then the last integration in

D1 D1y exp
 exp

orresponds to the set of all quantum num-

The Grassmann variables

jkN i and the
hk1 j are not ontra ted.

reation operators entering

pends.

variable



at all intermedi-

They are variables on whi h the evolution operator de-

omplete set of wave fun tions in the se-



;

The boundary points are spe ial,

annihilation operators entering

: : : hk2 j (1 iÆH ) jk1 ihk1 j:
Z

L is the Lagrangian of the system. This expres-

sion should be integrated over
ate points in time.

ond-quantized representation, we have

X

where

:::



Tr


Tr



1y 1



1

1+

and

gives



1y a^ (A1 + Tr B1 1 ) = A1 + Tr B1 a:

Thus, we see that the variable

1 should be substituted
N+ , we

by an annihilation operator. Integrating over
on lude that

di (n)i (n) = 1;

= 0; Di =

Y

Finally,
to

di (n):

is substituted by a

we

al ulate

reation operator.

an formulate the following re ipe:

the

!

RT

N+

evolution

operator,

we

integrate

tation to rewrite the sum over states as a fun tional

exp i L over ;  at all intermediate points. At
0
t = 0, is xed to a^, and at t = T ,  is xed to a^+ .
The values of  at t = 0 and
at t = T remain arbitrary. As a result, the operators a
^ and a^+ are dened

integral.

at dierent times. Therefore, they are to be regarded

i

Equation (A.2)

+

an be proved by dire t

the left- and right-hand sides.

At ea h point

exp

Tr

 1
To

iy i



omparison of

We use this represen-

i, we obtain the following matrix el-

ement of the Hamiltonian:



n

h0j exp



Tr


iÆH a^y ; a^ exp

iy a^



 exp





and

a^+ ,

annihilation operators a
^ and ^b



y
Tr i+1 i+1 
Tr i+1 a
^y  j0i:

al ulate this matrix element, we move all

a^

If the ground state of our system is a lled Fermi
sphere, we have to introdu e two types of

operators to the right. For the Hamiltonian
ing linearly on

here as anti ommuting.

trons and holes. Then we
tion in this
(A.3)

reation

exp

y
Tr  (i+1

ase as well. We should introdu e negative

) and positive (

H depend-

i

Thus, the result of the

i ) + iÆTr H iy ; i+1



al ulation is that the

Cal ulation of

:

We

reation

+.
t over all intermediate points as N

The produ



and

exp



ZT

0

1

dt

(t) [t+iH℄ (t) = exp
A

L = [it H℄ ;

0
i

ZT

0

onditions:

Z

0

!1

ZT

Z

1

 exp i dt dx (it Hext (x)) A ;
0

1

dt LA ;

They obey zero initial

Det  = D D 

tends to

0

Det

al ulate the fun tional integral over the elds

 and .

and annihilation operators in the Hamiltonian are substituted by the Grassmann variables

variables

APPENDIX B

e.g., for the Hamiltonian in



orresponding to ele -

an apply the above deriva-

+ ) frequen y parts of
and double the number of the  variables.

(

the external eld, the result is



reation and

where

Det 
tity

655

Hext = H0 (x) +  (x; t) : In the ordinary
an be

(B.1)

ase,

al ulated in the usual way using the iden-

ln [Det ℄ = Tr ln :

V. V. Afonin,V. Yu. Petrov

After dierentiation over

ÆÝÒÔ,

, the right-hand side of this

identity is represented as

2
Tr 4

i

Z1

0

 (x1
is a

d ( t iH0 (x) i (x)) 1  (x)5 ;

fa^ (x) ; a^y (x0 )g de-

The left-hand side of Eq. (B.2)

-number; this means that all operators in the

right-hand side of this equation have to vanish.
-number parts arise only from the following

The

ommu-

tators:

Z

the same arguments. The result is usually independent
of the order of the arguments.

However, in the the-



dx  (x) ^b (x) a^ (x) ;

exp

ory with the AdlerS hwinger anomaly, the sequen e
of time and spatial arguments is essential.

The sim-

plest way is to make spatial arguments equal rst. In
ase, the result

of the theory.

ontradi ts the gauge invarian e

 ln Det 
i
T

al ulations are done

with nonequal variables until the end. It is based on
the Heisenberg equation for the ele tron evolution op-

S^ ()

= Det  exp S0 (T ) in the external eld

(without a dire t ele tronele tron intera tion). This
laim guarantees the

onservation of the ele tron num-



:

Z

=

This representation is general.

dependen e of

Det  on the sequen e time and spa-

hand side of this equation in our
only the region

tial arguments

onsidered above implies the existen e

term.

(B.3)

To rewrite the right-

ber and, as a result, the theory is gauge invariant. The

of an ultraviolet divergen e in the theory. In fa t, we

") ^by (y)

dy dy0 a^y (y0 ) G (y0 T; yT

dx dy dy0
 (x; T ) 
(2
i)2

0
")
 (y0 GxR (yiÆT;) (yT
+
y x iÆ)

0
+ (x GyL0 (yiÆT;) (yTx y") iÆ) :

The problem does not ex-

ist in the pro edure be ause all

Z

As a result, we have

In paper [20℄, a pro edure free of this

di ulty was suggested.

erator

134, âûï. 4 (10), 2008

is the anti ommutator

ned in Eq. (7).)

3

where the inverse operator is the Green's fun tion with

this

x0 )

òîì

ase, we re all that

! y0 ! x is essential in the rst
0
However, at the point y ! y , the argument of
y

the exponential in Green's fun tion (28) vanishes. This

have regularized it in the usual way for the theory with

means that the

the AdlerS hwinger anomaly:

exponential pole and only the rst and the se ond terms

we required a gauge-

invariant result (see [19℄).

of the expansion of the exponential

In the Heisenberg representation, we have

i
where

Hext

 S^
T

=

h

all

is dened by Eq. (30).

ommutator

T ),

We

T

and

= 0, and therefore, in

ommute with

S0 .

re-

an rewrite the last equation as

 ln Det 
T

To

t

and

We note that

[Hext; S0 (T )℄, only the terms with

ation operators do not

= exp( S0 ) [Hext; exp S0℄

al ulate the

i

 S0
:
T

(B.2)

ommutator in this equation, we

an

use the well-known identity



a^ (x) ; exp

=

Z

Z

dx0 K (x0 ) a^y (x0 )

dx1  (x1 x0 ) K (x1 ) exp

whi h
(Here,

oming from the rst

Z



vanishes. In the next order in

an

lose the

on-

, only the part with a

singularity in the lower halfplane of

i
2

ZT

Z1

dt1

dp
2 p p (T )p (t1) exp (

of Eq. (B.3) and symmetrization, we obtain Eq. (31).
We note that Eq. (31) is gauge invariant:

and

the elds

ontribute to Eq. (31).

APPENDIX C



a^

y0 , we have (in

ipvf (T t1 )):
0
0
The L ele trons give the same result but with the opposite sign of p in the region p < 0. After the integration

dx0 K (x0 ) a^y (x0 ) ;

is an operator anti ommuting with

gives a nonvan-

the momentum-spa e representation)

depending only on time do not

=

y

ishing term. After the integration over

Normalization oe ient and energy shift

an be proved by expanding the exponentials.

K

tion

tour in the other halfplane and prove that this integral

reation operators are dened at the instant

the

y in the fun

term are in the same halfplane. We

is the nonintera ting ele tron Hamiltonian

S0

an give nonvan-

ontributions. All singularities in the integrand

with respe t to

Hext ; S^ ;

the annihilation operators at

i

ishing

i

(the external eld is dependent on the time
the a tion

ontribution is determined by the pre-

We have seen that the matrix element in Eq. (9)

an

be expressed as a Gaussian-type fun tional integral. It
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gives the normalization oe ient and the ground-state
energy shift.

Indeed, we

As a result, we have

an expand the exa t wave

T

0

an be represented as

iET )jh jF ij2 ;

Z = exp(

E is the ground-state energy shift. ComparZ with the denition of the normalization oeient Z0 in Eq. (20), we an see that it is equal to the

 (

where
ing

overlap probability of the ground states of the free and

jh jF ij2 :

intera ting ele trons,
e ient should be

The normalization

o-

al ulated for a nite-size system,

Taking into a

N

an els

1

N

Z1



1

ZT

D exp 4 2i dt dt1 

dp

T

1Z
4 0

Z1

dt dt1

1

initial

p; t1) V 1 (p) Æ (t t1 )

It is

+ p2vf2

 exp (

 ZT

For this,

dt1 p (t1 ) 

0
ijpjvf jt t1 j) = p (t) :

t1 j) =



ary

ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 4 (10)

with

zero

p (t) = p (t) +  (t) :
The eld p (t) is assumed to obey the equation
t p (t) = 0 with the initial onditions in Eq. (C.5).
2 2 2
(As usual, t =  =t + !p .) The eld  (t) is arbitrary but with zero boundary

onditions. The solution

an be expressed as

!p (T t))
sin(!pt) :
p (t) = p (0) sin(sin(
+ p (T ) sin(
! T)
! T)

(C.2)

p

(The

onstants

p

p (0) and p (T ) are arbitrary.)

This

means that the determinant is given by

D 1=2 =

and the kernel in Eq. (C.1) is equal to

3

al ulated

onditions, we introdu e

p (t)

2ijpjvf  Æ (t t1 ) ;
2

+ p2vf2
t2

2
2
i t2 + !p
2V0  2 + p2v2 Æ (t t1) :
f
t2

are

p (0) = p (T ) = 0:

Thus, symboli ally,

exp ( ijpjvf jt

determinants

(C.5)

To redu e our problem to the problem with zero bound-

we note the identity

2
2ijpjvf t2

In exa tly the same way as in the

onditions

(C.1)

onvenient to transform the integral operator.



0

onditions

Usually,
boundary

A more ee tive pro edure is the transformation of in-

1

= DD :

t  (p; 0) ijpjvf  (p; 0) = 0;
t  (p; T ) + ijpjvf  (p; T ) = 0:

oe ient (34).

tegral operator (C.1) to a dierential form.

onditions.

obtain the

3

1=N is normalization



derivation of the equation for the saddle-point eld, we

dp
2  ( p; t)  (p; t1) jpj 

 exp[ ijpjvf jt t1 j℄ 5 ;
where

oe ient

To dene the dierential operator, we should have two

0

2  (p; t)  (

ount that the normalization

(C.4)

Det (i=2Vp) that arises from the dieren-

2
2
i
2 + !p
t
2

Z = Det  2

2
2
+ p vf
i
t2

On the other hand, the matrix element in whi h we

Z=

1

dp 1
2 V (p) 

3
2
2
+
!
p
2
p; t) t2
 (p; t)75 :

+ p2vf2
t2



are interested is

2

p

dt

Z1

tial kernel denition, we obtain

be ause it is exponentially small with the volume.

Z

T

1 D exp 64 i Z
Z=
N
2

! 1, only the matrix element between the

lowest energy level survives. It

2

Z

fun tion with respe t to the free-ele tron fun tions. In
the limit

:::

Z1

1

dp (0) dp (T ) 

 exp [i (p (T ) t p (T ) p (0) t p (0))℄ 
Z
 Dp (t) exp ( p (t) t p (t)): (C.6)

(C.3)
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p

The integral over

ÆÝÒÔ,

an be

!p

Cal ulation of Sums

sin(!p T ) ;
where C (p = 0) is the p = 0 ontribution. It

All the sums in the equation for the a tion

an els in

the nal expression. With the identity

al ulated by dierentiating
parameter

p (T) tp (T ) p (0)tp (0) =
= p (0)2 + p (T )2 (jpjvf i!p tg(!p T )) +
+ sin(2i!!ppT ) p (0)p (T ) ;

2
S( )=
L
(

ranges within

ometri

1
X

sin(!pT ) 
sin(
vf jpjT )
p6=0
p2 v2 2i! jpjv tg(! T ) + !2
 2f jpjv ! p (1 f i tg(!p T )) p :
f p
p

If the temperature is nonzero, we should substitute
by

1=.

T

We note that Eq. (C.7) is valid even at the

temperatures

   hiral; be ause only the Green's

1 exp  2in (x + iÆ);
p
L

(1; i1)). After summation of the gean rewrite it as

S (1; x) =
(C.7)

1Z y0
1

Z=
It is

Y

p6=0

exp



Z

y0 (x) = exp (2i=L)(x + iÆ) :
It is understood that x  L here. This result an apply at x  L as an order-of-magnitude estimate only.
The nal expression appearing in the a tion is

S (1; x) S (1; y) =

an be expressed as

!p

p

jpjvf  4 jpjvf !p :
2
!p + jpjvf

(C.8)

onvenient to rewrite this equation in the form

2

Z = exp 4

L

Z1

xZ+iÆ



then

is equal to the

dp

+ 12

pvf ) +
(C.9)

into a

 1=d.

They have to be

al ulate the next

S 0 (1; x) S 0 (1; y) =

ut

orre tion

xZ+iÆ
y+iÆ

dz
exp
z



a tion is independent of the boundary

E 
for the energy shift and

Z0 = 4

r

vf
V0

for the normalization

exp



L
V0
4d ln vf

oe ient.

   , we should

V0
vf

As a result,

2izÆn :
L

jx yj  L at  = 0,

The result is that up to

potential, we have

s

(1

Æn) 

the

onditions. For

ut o the sum at some n = nmin :
 is substituted by L=2 (nmin + Æn 1) 1

in Eq. (D.1). This suggests the repla ement of



an be

= 2 (n + Æn) =L; jÆnj < 1=2: In this

after the Riemann sum. As a result, for a short-range

L vf
4d d

ondi-

In the same way, we obtain

To take the preexponential fa tor

ount, we should

 L=2vf ,

nmin

oheren e length in Eq. (68).

1

term) expli itly. The sums in this equation diverge be-

pmax

pn

(D.1)

ase, at

oe ient (the se ond

ause of the gapless spe trum.

If



iz
;


 = 0, the a tion is determined by the sum

1 1
2 X
2i (n + Æn) (x + iÆ):
S0 ( ) =
exp
L
pn
L

3

ln 4! +jpjjvpfjv!p 5 ;
p
f
p6=0

ponent) and the normalization

1:



onsider the inuen e of the boundary

rewritten as

p

X

dz
exp
z

tions on the a tion. In prin iple, any of them

whi h shows the energy shift (the rst term in the ex-

o at



y+iÆ

= L=2 (nmin 1)

where

We

 0 2 (!p

dy
(1 y)nmin 1 ;
y

where

fun tions with equal-time arguments were used. In this
temperature region,

an be

) with respe t to the

nmin n

series, we

Y

S(

:

we have

Z 2=
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APPENDIX D

al ulated in the usual way,

C (p = 0)

òîì

10) .



by

However, the transition temperature

an be dened only up to a fa tor of the order of unity.
Therefore, we should not take this into a

ount.

This means that  is determined by the ex itation energy
with the smallest momentum.
10)
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:::

18. J. Goldstone, A. Salam, and S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev.
127, 965 (1962).
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